
Miniature LaMancha Pairings Date Availability Notes

Grade
I've gone back and forth on what buck to breed Storm to. I finally settled on 
Churro to see if I can get a doeling with that amazing production behind both 
of them. Pollled won't hurt my feelings, either. I expect he will add some 
angularity as well.

Hefty Goat Holler Storm Due 2/13
All doelings retained

X

Sunspring's WBJ Churro

Grade
Hefty Goat Holler Rhea Due 2/8 1st doeling retained

Rhea is a fourth freshener. She's got a LOT of body capacity, is long and wide 
throughout with an easy-to-milk udder. She is lacking attachments, however, 
and that is where Ted comes in!

X 2nd doeling $300
GoGo's FaSu Frontier Ted

F3 Experimental
Pixie is a second freshener. Long girl with a long rump. Her first freshener 
udder was very soft though her teats were a bit short. She had a promising 
fore on her first freshening, too. I am hoping this cross keeps the general 
appearance of either of these animals while adding bone from Jupiter.

GoGo's LoSt Pixie Dust Due 2/8 1st doeling retained
X 2nd doeling $300
Nehi Minis Tumbling Jupiter

Grade
Baby is a second freshener. Her udder was incredibly correct and easy to 
milk. I'd like to see a straighter topline and some increased body depth and 
muscling. My goal is to start a new mini line with Jupiter, and I think he and 
Baby will cross well.

OzarkJewels Be My Baby Sarah (LM) Due 2/16 1st doeling retained
X 2nd doeling $300
Nehi Minis Tumbling Jupiter

Grade

Pearl is a first freshener. Pearl is solid. Thick, long, and growthy. I am pairing 
her with Churro to add some angularity while hopefully maintaing that 
wonderful production from her dam line and pairing it with his.

Hefty Goat Holler Pearl Due 2/8
Doeling reservations available

X

Sunspring's WBJ Churro $275
Grade

Beryl is a first freshener. She's a smaller copy of her dam, Storm. It looks like 
her teats are going to be larger so I am pairing her with Ted to maybe add a 
more cylindrical shape to them and perhaps increase rump length and 
levelness. 

Hefty Goat Holler Beryl Due 2/12 Doelings reservations 
availableX

GoGo's FaSu Frontier Ted $275


